Hidden Meanings of Letters

It has come to my attention, by means of the little voice within, that individual letters and combinations have a certain meaning.

Said meanings can be found by use of our friend google as well as, and in particular, wikipedia. Many letters have ancient background in egyptian/greek/latin, some letters have been invented at later stage, which may have an even deeper background, for the psychological hidden control of the people, yes, even for the deceiving of our selves!

Know that language is a HU-MAN invention, spoken/written thoth concepts having limit-at-ion, it has been ‘engineered’ at several stages, a well known part was by the likes of Bacon and his group of writers, in response to the revolution of the French at their court and the popular usage throughout large parts of Europe, as by the likes of Molière.

This documents intend is to uncover that which has been hidden as a continuous project, but most of all as an invitation to check for your-self.

As you will see soon, the expantion of single letters into words combined will show knowledge those before us wished to be preserved, until such ‘time’ people would wake-up and be ready to know that they have forgotten, which is WHO THEY ARE!

Interestingly you will find most expanded words from these letters may be read from right to left as well, many times making even more clear the meaning.

Be it known this may not be my ‘truth’, for it has been of the scribes of past (is before).

Surely you may doubt the validity of claims made in here, but even then your time be well spend, for at least it gives you some moments of Joy and put a smile on your face.

Do NOT be a minister of the letter, for that be SOURCERY, same like clutching at straws.

Creation is made possible by the 7 angels/angles of light, which are perceived as different colors because they are split at each a different angle.

When combined, out of white and black, come all colors and shades.

‘Life’ changes when a different light shines over us, by shifting our pole to a different angle/angel, like from Jesus to St Germain, the 7th Ray of the Rainbow, Violet, the Age of Radio Activity (Fukushima), mmmmmmmmmmmmm.

Please, be aware, the Great White Brotherhood does not mean the color of skin, it is the blending of all rays being perceived as white, when assisted by the dark, for without no shades and no completeness, re-member, UN-ION by honoring your ‘light’ AND your ‘dark’ …
University of Quantum Dynamics Foundation

It might help listen to this http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O83lyb29Ysg
or watching this http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6i3J17Jp0ag
http://www.hiddenmeanings.com/crucifixionquantumteleportation.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3u8_pjXJmvQ
http://www.hiddenmeanings.com/threeandahalf.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBAAtBdsEPk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDNloTDPL6Q
http://aetherforce.com/kozyrevs-mirrors-bending-time-altering-consciousness
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWsQgmq-fNs
its about the Quantum YOU, what else could ‘be’, no-thing but a thoth pattern entangling your-self to whatever loc(k)-at-ion in-(whatever)-form-at-ion YOU wished be.

YOUR reply to MY invitation has been re-ceived, WE, Entangled by Quantum, ONE ...
Welcome Home, ‘time’ for Jubilee, Joy and Happiness, Eternal !!!

Prince Patrick from the Noble House Molier (patrick@uqd-edu.eu)
Single Letters:

A  initial / first
B  bi / dual / House
C  sea / is EA
D  base
E  jubilating / rapture / electron
F  joining
G  spear / pointer / laser source / projecting
H  fence / wall / outline
I  ! (me) / eye
J  split ! (eye)
K  animating / motioning
L  el / power
M  single
N  snake / eel / fish / immortal energy / consciousness
O  watching / observing
P  pi / gate
Q  cord / guna / limiting (from infinit)
R  source / origin(al)
S  is / teeth / sequence
T  truth
U  YOU
V  split YOU / higher self / christ / krishna / buddha / ueber mensch
W  double split YOU / lower self / devil / demon / shaitan / unter mensch
X  chi / ki / crossing
Y  divide / split / branche
Z  man

meaning = first choice of use

Please be aware, a VW, your vehicle, the perceived YOU, is the upper cosmic/eatheric unified with the lower earthly, it is the wo-man creating this vehicle, making possible the materialized body to experience the physical realm that called ‘life’.
The initial man, the first split, looking male or female by choice, no need for physical reproduction.
The second step was connecting the non-material to the material, taking over the senses of the vehicle, so the incarnated can have the ‘experience’.
This will place EN.KI and the goddess NIN.MAH of Sumer, as portrayed by Zacharia Zitchin, in a completely different light.

In NO WAY is a woman to be perceived as less a man than a male man (when W read as unter Mensch ...), all created equal!
Could it be we reached the point of reverse, making undone the connection, or at least give us the option of deciding what to be, temporarily, with or with-out flesh, making us ‘travel’ ‘time’ and ‘space’, by the blink of an eye.
Should not then the quest-ion be; are you really ‘alive’ or only ‘think’ you are, such are the powers of perception ...
Letter re-placements:

Some letters have been replaced by others, because of invention of new letters or just because the words being written in a different way, which may, apart from con-fus(e)-ion, even have been for estatic reasons.

le = el
ch = g
e = u
ed = it
d = t
i = e
g = j
ph = f
y = ee  expressed emotion
Letter Combinations:

| Ab  | Age  | AN    | At   | Ba   | Bar   | Bel   | Bile  | Bro  | Cam  | Can  | Cana  | Con  | Cre  | Da   | Di   | Dom  | EA   | Ent  | ET   | Gen  | Ing  | Ion  | In   | It   | Me   | Mo   | Na   | Ness | Orb  | Plan  | Port  | Pre  | Re   | Res  |
|-----|------|-------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|
| father | god / period / era | goddess (female part of ANU) / spirit (female aspect) | nearing / toward | soul-bird | beacon / lighthouse | Lord / master | humor | brought on EA | sliding / turning / comb / cog | dog | ability / know-how | female dog | command of movement (of ship docking) / moving / priest (spiritual movement, aspect mind) | crossover / recombination (the cause of) | animation | deus / god / deity / earth | House / law / statuate | jubilating initial (but also the one called EN.KI, may be seen as the space for all creation) | merging / cross-branch / entangling | Electron Transfer (single) or Energy Transfer (dual concurrent electron exchange) | program / script / way | fryer / Lord | charged / potential / living | part / member / position / privileged / water | thing | decree | divine | after / following | overlooking | teleport | roadmap | harbour / dock | before | reference / ray | sacrifice / reality / sphere |
As it seems, that considered ‘god’ is the projected perceived wished for reality (of a group) for that
time-span, be it ‘money’ or be it nature, mmmmmmmmmmm.
numbers:

1  god
2  YOU + god
3  new life / jerusalem
4  fourfold nature (innosense / nature / grace / eternal)
5  five senses sacrifice
6  words + doctrines
7  divine intervention
8  rapture
9  HU-MAN consiousness
10 completion
11 chaos/anarchy leading to 1 + 1 = 1 ?? (dubbeltje op zijn kant/coin could turn both ways)
12 perfection

Know that several systems exist, one stopping at 10 the other at 12.
More systems exist, like the 60 of sumerians.
This based on the un-selfish sharing of Bill Donahue et al www.hiddenmeanings.com
colors:

black = potential / ignorance
blue = intelect / peace
firey red = emotion
green = astral / consiousness
orange = joy
purple = wisdom
rose red = love
scarlet = energy / life
white = purity / perfection
yellow = kingship

This info based on the un-selfish sharing of Bill Donahue et al [www.hiddenmeanings.com](http://www.hiddenmeanings.com)
dark sayings/mythology/etc:

apples = fruits of higher spirit
cloud = unseen spirit
daughters = lower desires / offspring of emotions
dove = purity of mind
doves eyes = pure wholly (inified) place
engedi = place where child of promise will be born
foot washing = part that touches earth must be clean
gold = god consciousness
IEOU = one who dwells at the RIGHT side
IS-RA-EL = ISIS (female/spirit) – RA (male/mind) – EL (power within)
lilly among thorns = center of brain
metal = mental
our bed is green = planting seed in mind from astral consciousness
sharon = flat plane
shoot the bull = have a conversation
silver = consciousness
sun/son = christ / krishna
valley = the low place
water = truth
wood = astral

Please note, not to be taken literal, for they are allegory.
This info based on the un-selfish sharing of Bill Donahue et al www.hiddenmeanings.com
Examples:

abraham = ab-ra-ham = father RA fish-hook
acting = act-ing = effecting Lord
ada = a-da = initial animation
agenda 21 = age-n-da 21(=3=new life) = [ god consciousness animation new life (shared knowledge) | a-gen-da 21 = initial way animation new life (reboot) ]
alien = a-lien = initial bond
amanda = a-man-da = initial single initial consciousness animation
america = a-me-ri-ca = initial decree young dog (geef pootje!)
angle = direction / viewpoint
ANU = [ initial consciousness YOU | UN-U = ONE YOU !!! ] (mind /male aspect)
anunnaki = an-un-na-ki = goddess ONE following crossing
being = be-ing = House jubilating Lord
bibel = bi-bel = dual master
black = dual power initial is EA animating
brother = bro-th-e-r = brought on EA wheel jubilating sourcea
camera = [ dark | cam-era = sliding period | ca-me-ra = dog decree source initial ]
canaan = cana-an = female dog goddess
canada = [ can-a-da = know-how initial animating | cana-da = female dog animating ]
caravan = ca-ra-van = dog source initial
casino = [ is EA initial sequence I consciousness watching | ca-sino = dog destiny ]
cast = [ luring | fishing ]
casting = cast-ing = fishing Lord
center = is EA jubilating consciousness truth jubilating source
contact = [ con-tact = priest feeling | con-t-act = priest truth effecting ]
court = is EA watching YOU source truth
creation = cre-at-ion = crossover toward living
czar = is EA man initial source
day = base initial split
death = base EA wheel
dna = [ base consciousness initial | d-na = base following ]
dog = base watching projecting
doing = do-ing = base watching Lord
dearth = ea-r-th = EA source wheel
eatheric = ea-th-ur-ik = EA wheel YOU source I animating
emotion = e-mot-ion = jubilating [ member of tri-be | divine truth ] living
entangling = ent-angle-ing = merging viewpoint Lord
entity = ent-it-y = merging thing split
faith = joining initial I wheel
father = joining initial wheel jubilating source
female = joining jubilating male
franciscus = joining source initial consciousness is EA I sequence is EA YOU sequence
gold = projecting watching power base
guru = projecting YOU source YOU (mirror)
ham = [ inner-knee | home | fish-hook ]
iesous = I jubilating sequence watching YOU sequence
INRI = I consciousness source I
isaac = I sequence initial initial is EA
high = fence I project-ing fence = fence I project Lord fence (YOU are your own limit-at-ion ...)
hour = fence watching YOU source
kingdom = [ k-ing-dom = animating Lord House | ki-n-g-dom = crossing consciousness projecting House ]
land = power initial consciousness base
lien = claim / tie / bond / lie
living = power I higher self Lord
Lord = power watching source base
love = power watching higher self jubilating
low = power watching lower self
magic = single initial projecting I is EA
male = single initial power jubilating
man = single initial consciousness
maya = single initial split initial
mirror = single I source source watching source
money = single watching consciousness jubilating split (it was moneT, single ... Truth!)
morgan freeman = single watching source projecting initial consciousness - joining source expressed emotion single initial consciousness
master = single initial sequence truth jubilating source
month = mo-n-th = divine consciousness wheel
morya = single watching source split initial (first ray/day)
mother = divine wheel jubilating source
mozes = [ mo-zes = divine man jubilating sequence | mo6 = mother of 6 (celestial objects/chakras) ]
nature = consciousness initial truth YOU source jubiliting
nun = chaos
opus = watching gate YOU sequence
orbit = orb-it = teleport-thing
paranoid = gate initial source initial consciousness watching I base
planet = plan-ET = roadmap Electron Transfer (UN-ION, mmmmmmmmm)
pope = gate watching gate jubilating
point = gate watching I consiousness truth
present = pre-sent = before sending
pyramid = pyr-amid = fire within
pythagoras = gate split wheel initial projecting watching source initial sequence (cave man)
ra = source initial
rabarbar = ra-bar-bar = source initial lighthouse lighthouse
radioactivity = ray-di-o-act-i-v-it-y = source initial split deus watching effecting I higher self thing
expressed emotion
red = [ source jubilating base | saving | delivering | recovering | rescueing ]
royal = source watching split initial power
sac = [ sacrifice | privilege ]
sacred = sac-red = sacrifice saving
sequence = sequence jubilating limiting YOU jubilating consiousness is EA jubilating
sino = suffering / destiny / fate
St Germain = sequence truth – projecting jubilating source single initial I consiousness
sufi = sequence YOU joining I
tact = feeling
time = truth I single jubilating
T-mobile = t-mo-bile = truth divine humor ! HA HA HAAAAAALAAAAAAAAAAA!
uhuru = YOU fence YOU source YOU
universe = YOU consiousness I higher self jubilating source sequence jubilating
university = uni-vers-it-y = dream towards thing expressed emotion
van = [ vehicle | wind ]
violet = higher self watching power jubilating truth
vodafone = water/sea-fone = is EA distant voice ! HA HA HAAAAAAA!
war = lower self initial source
white = lower self fence I truth jubilating
wizard = lower self I man initial source base
woman = lower self watching man
year = split EA source
zarathustra = man initial source initial wheel YOU sequence truth source initial
zeus = man jubilating YOU sequence
zionist = z-ion-ist = man ion ist = man living one who = one HU-MAN living